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#ESTUDOEMCASA 
 

BLOCO N.º 45  
DISCIPLINA: INGLÊS 

ANOS 7º e 8º 

APRENDIZAGENS ESSENCIAIS  

COMPETÊNCIA COMUNICATIVA 

Compreensão oral: seguir instruções detalhadas dadas pelo professor; acompanhar 

informações com algum pormenor.  

Compreensão escrita: identificar informação essencial em textos adaptados de jornais e 

revistas.  

Produção escrita: produzir textos de 50 a 90 palavras, com vocabulário de uso do 

quotidiano. 

  

COMPETÊNCIA ESTRATÉGICA 

Utilizar a literacia tecnológica para comunicar e aceder ao saber em contexto: 

comunicar com outros a uma escala local, nacional e internacional  

Relacionar conhecimentos de forma a desenvolver a criatividade em contexto: 

reinterpretar ideias existentes de modo a criar produtos adequados à sua realidade cultural 

e quotidiana, com impacto nos seus pares. 
 

Addiction to gaming 
 

 

 

A. Choose the right answer. 

 

1. One of the symptoms of the addiction to gaming is: 
 

a) wanting to help other people. 
b) feeling joy and enthusiasm. 
c) feeling tired and sleepy. 
 

2. You should do something about this problem because: 
 

a) you can have better marks at school. 
b) it can interfere with your health.  
c) you will become more patient and relaxed. 

 

B. Answer the questions. 
 

 

1. Have you ever felt irritated, anxious or tired? 
2. Why do you think that happens? 
3. Can you identify the signs of too much gaming? 

4. Do you know anyone with a gaming problem?  

5. What can you do to help a friend with a gaming problem?  
 

 

WRITING A BLOG POST 

A. Choose the right answer. 

1. When writing a post on a blog it is important to: 
 

a)  write short sentences. 
b)  show you are the expert. 
c)  write as much as you can.  
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2. In the last paragraph of your post, you should: 
 

a)  make your point in detail. 
b)  introduce the topic. 
c)  encourage readers to take action.  

 
 

B. Complete the sentences with the missing information. 
 

1. In the introduction you give a ________________ approach of the topic. 

2. When writing the text remember: 
 

• _____________ sentences and paragraphs. 

• Go _____________ to the point.  

• Use _____________ and bullet points.  

• Check the _____________. 

• Be _____________.  

 

WRITTEN PRACTICE 

Can you write a post on a blog on the topic ‘addiction to gaming’? 

Here are some tips to help you: 

 

1. Pick a good title. 
Starting with a solid title will catch people’s attention. 

 

2. Know who you are writing for. 
It’s important to know the audience so that the content of your post will interest them. 

 

3. Know what to write. 
Prepare what you’re going to write. Get information about the topic and be creative.  

 

4. Work on an interesting introduction. 
The first few paragraphs of your blog will determine whether the reader will stay for the rest of it 
or not. 

 

5. Writing and editing. 
Write short sentences and short paragraphs.  
Go straight to the point. Use subheadings and bullet points. Check what you’ve written and 
clarify if necessary. Check the spelling. 
Give information but don’t pretend to be an expert. Be humble and friendly. Tell a joke.  

 
6. Use images wisely. 

Visuals stimulate the readers’ attention. Choose images with meaning. Be aware of the size and 
resolution of the pictures. 

 

7. Give your post a powerful ending. 
You should end your post with an encouraging ending. Suggest life changes. Remind the readers 
why their action is necessary. 


